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IMF: - ¾ of all core-collapses come from  8-20 Msun stars
- ¼  come from > 20 Msun (and 1/6 from > 30 Msun )

8-20 Msun stars probably form neutron stars/pulsars

Fruchter et al.’s (2006) results show: 
- Core collapses of 8-20Msun stars are NOT particularly favoured in

small starburst galaxies over GD-Spirals (50/50),
-LGRBs are strongly favoured (41/1) in small starburst galaxies 

(LMC/SMC –like) over GD-spirals.

Further: Host of SN1998bw is LMC-size; host 060218 is SMC-size
(Pian,2006); host 030329 undetectable at z=017: < SMC;
and host 970228 (z=0.67,SN-bump) < LMC.

N.B.: Starbursts in such small galaxies have many thousands of O & WRstars: e.g. NGC3125 
(Hadfield and Crowther Astro-Ph06025917), Z like LMC/SMC, has 7200 O-stars; has at least
4 clusters of ~200 000Msun, with ~600 O-stars each; some 5400 (4300) stars > 25 (30) Msun





As small starburst galaxies have lots of stars > 25-30Msun, the 
preference of LGRBs for small starburst galaxies strongly suggests:

Long GRBs come from stars > 25 – 30 Msun
This fits with Nomoto et al’s conjecture for LGRB/SN progenitors:

(2005 & 2006 KITP)



Φ(L) (:)  L ,-2

Galaxy Luminosity Function (e.g. see Nakar et al.KITP-GRB06):

and since  L (:) M:  Φ (M)  (:) M -2

Mass LMC ~ 0.05Mgal and Mass SMC ~ 0.03 Mgal

- ~400 times more galaxies like LMC and ~900 times more like SMC
than Grand-Design spirals.

- if SF would occur at same pace (per unit mass) in GD-Spirals and in 
small galaxies, one expects 20 to 30 times more cc-SNe in small 
galaxies than in GD-spirals. However: the rates are similar!

- Small galaxies are star forming only 1/20 to 1/30 of the time;  So:
- If a starburst (tidally-induced) lasts 40 million years, and one burst 
occurs per 0.8 to 1.2 billion years: then roughly the same 8-20Msun
core-collapse rate in small galaxies and GD-spirals.
BUT: Small galaxies make 40 times more LGRBs than GD-Spirals!



Possible reasons why small starburst galaxies make so many LGRB:

(a) Z-related: smaller stellar-wind mass loss enhances LGRB rate
[ Mokiem(2006) finds Mdot,wind (:)  Z       ]

LMC:  Z= (1/3)Zsun ;    SMC: Z = (1/5) Zsun

In LMC: half of the HMXB have a black hole, in our Galaxy: only 1 out of > 20 ,so:
- More efficient BH-production at low Z
- In addition: lower angular momentum loss in case of reduced wind mass loss.

(b) Starburst-related : Starbursts lead to the formation of other (strange) 
objects that do not form in continuously star-forming galaxies.
This could have to do with massive young star clusters (Kulkarni’s KITP-GRB06 
suggestion).
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(a) Z-related:
Extra requirements for making a LGRB-Supernova:
(1) Rapidly rotating core at time of collapse: requirement (MacFadyen 

and Woosley 1999):

J (CO-core) = (3 - 20)x10      cm  /sec.

(2) No hydrogen-rich envelope (all GRB-SNe are H-He deficient)

Two possible scenarios

Complete rotation-mixed single               Binary-mass exchange:      
evolution with low Mdot,wind,                         H-envelope lost; if small
So: little ang. mom loss, and star         companion spirals in, close 
is He star at time of collapse                He-star binary may form
(Yoon & Langer,2005 A&A; KITP-GRB06;           that makes He star rotate fast
Woosley&Heger 2006,Ap.J.)                                  (Izzard et al.2004,Posiadl. et al.2004). 
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From Yoon and Langer, 2005, A&A 443, 643

Can still work to Z ~ 0.1, if  “Spruit’s” magnetic core-envelope coupling reduced

Gamma Ray burst from rotationally mixed single low-Z stars





Can Binaries do it?

Ideas (Izzard et al 2004, Podsiadlowski et al. 2004):
To get rapidly rotating core by tidal spin-
up , deep spiral-in  of a low-mass 
companion needed:

LGRB-Supernova then produces a 
Black-Hole plus low-mass companion           

later becomes a Low-mass BH X-ray 
binary like Nova Sco 1994/J 1655-40 
[ F-subgiant companion polluted with  
alpha-elements O, Ne, Mg, S (Israelian et al.

2000)].

Can this work?

Answer: Probably NOT (Yoon 2006)
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Main-sequence companions that fill Roche lobe next to He star

M1 = main seq.star,   M2 = He star,    a= (R2/04622)[(M1+M2)/M1)]

tsyn (He)  = 10  {(1+q)/2q} Porb years  (Zahn, 1977) [ Porb in d; q=M1/M2]
4                        2     4

M1/(Msun) R1/(Rsun)      Porb(h)      M2(He)     tsyn (years)

1.0              1.0                      8.78                 4            1119
8                   3630
16                 12940

3.0                       1.73                   11.56          4                     733
8                   1809

16                   5400
6.0                       2.4                     13.75   4                     750

8                   1470
16                   3620

8.0                       3.0                     14.78  4                     810
8                   1440

3240                

These times
should be multiplied
with (R/Rcc)      ,
which is about 10
for He-star of 
16 Msun and 20 
for He star of 
8 Msun

7

R(He)  = 0.76Rsun for 8Msun and 1.08Rsun for 16Msun   /Lifetimes He stars > 300 000 yrs



Tidal synchronization timescales for Roche-lobe filling He stars
with compact companions:  M1 = MHe, M2 = neutron star or BH

M1/Msun R1/Rsun M2/Msun Porb(h)    tsyn (to be multiplied
[yrs]       with (R1/Rcc)  )7

4                   0.51               1              1.61       1.25
4        1.61       0.20

8                          0.76               1            2.05      11.0
4        2.05        1.2
8        2.05        0.6

16                          1.08               1             2.47       80
4        2.47         7
8        2.47         2.5

16         2.47         1.1

J       here is 3.7 x 10   and  6 x 10   cgs for 8Msun and 16Msun He-stars.
If this can be maintained till collapse: no problem to make GRB.

Specf  
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Schwarzschild

Kerr

Synchronized He-*

Specific angular momentum distribution in synchronized He-star 
with a main-sequence companion at onset He-burning (Yoon, 2006)



Same, for longer binary period, however…………..



10 Msun He-star internal structure evolution till core collapse
(Yoon 2006)



Evolution of  Jcore if star remains fully synchronized with binary
orbit: inner 3 Msun has far too low angular momentum for 
Hypernova/GRB! ( Yoon 2006) 



However, CO-core has very small radius (30 000km, some 20
times smaller than radius of He star). Since tsyn (:)  (R/Rc)     ,
the core will NOT synchronize with the binary orbit, but will contract, 
speed up its rotation, and then be braked by “Spruit’s” magnetic 
torques in a differentially rotating star.

Yoon (2006) finds that with this braking mechanism the inner 
3Msun CO cores at the moment of core collapse have retained the 
following fractions f of the J at the end of core-He burning:

MHe = 10 – 16 Msun:  f = 0.2
20 Msun:  f= 0.4
25 Msun:  f=0.6
30 Msun:  f= 0.65
40 Msun:  f=0.75  
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Arrow indicates reduction of J of core to 0.2 of that at end 
of core-He burning: a 5-hour binary cannot produce a long GRB!

(Yoon 2006)

10 Msun

He star



But: a 2-hour binary with a 10Msun He star can just do it!
So: only He-star binaries with a compact companion can 
successfully make a GRB-collapsar supernova!





Could Binary He*  + BH systems  explain overabundance of 
LGRBs in small starburst galaxies?

-At solar Z: Above 30-40Msun stars may again leave NSs, due to 
strong winds; so few BH-HMXB will be produced;

-At low Z, WR winds weaker, so most HMXB will contain a BH
and also the companion star will probably become a BH;

This could easily enhance the formation rate of close He* + BH 
systems by more than an order of magnitude.

So, small galaxies with the same ccSN rates of 8-20Msun stars
as GD-Spirals may well overproduce close He* + BH systems by 
a large factor.







Summary

- There are two possible ways to explain the preference of LGRBs 
for small starbursting galaxies:

(a) Low-Z related: weak winds, so enhanced BH-formation
Binary models are then attractive for:
(1) lifting off the H-rich envelope (cannot be lost here by winds)
(2)  getting core in rapid rotation at collapse;

- the only viable binary models are those with a close compact 
companion (BH or NS);

- close massive He* + BH systems can probably be overproduced 
in low-Z environments by a large factor (> order of magnitude). 

(b) Starburst-related: A very attractive new idea, in which 
the dynamics of  massive young (globular) star clusters may be 
an essential ingredient (Kulkarni GRB06).



I give Shri Kulkarni
my blessing for his
LGRB scenario











(Woosley&Heger 2006)














